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High Definition Communications in Even the Most
Remote Locations

Communications Engineered for the Next Evolution

For operations in remote, austere or at-risk environments, communications
and networking quickly become critical to mission success. Today’s
networks must support much more than just email and web browsing.
Real-time, two-way high-definition video based applications drive an
ever increasing demand for bandwidth. And new technologies from High
Throughput Satellites (HTS), to 4G Fixed Wireless, and advances in fiber
connectivity are substantially raising the benchmark for communications
performance.

DataPath specializes in advanced communications solutions tailored to
the unique requirements of applications in aerospace, broadcast, government
and critical infrastructure. We have more than 25 years of experience
designing, manufacturing and supporting both custom and commercial
off-the-shelf field communications and information technology products.
Our solutions include satellite and wireless communication systems,
network management software, and cyber security services; all backed by
industry leading management tools, 24 x 7 customer care and global field
support.

As a result, remote communications providers must get their networks
on-air faster, more cost effectively, and with greater security than ever
before.

LET US HELP YOU BE READY WITH TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY TODAY.

Only the Right Solution Can Deliver the Promise
of High Throughput
Ensuring that your network has been engineered as a complete end-to-end
solution, rather than just a collection of individual components, is the key to
long-term value and performance. The right solution creates a holistic
architecture that considers everything from terrestrial to satellite technology, to performance, to security, to ease-of-use and total cost of ownership.
Partnering with a trusted provider, means that your network will be
designed with the resiliency to stay online and keep your data secure. The
right partner enables not only enhanced operational effectiveness, but
lasting peace of mind.
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Portable Satellite Terminals & Antennas
When you need quick connectivity in a remote location, DataPath’s line of
ruggedized portable satellite terminals is your answer. DataPath has more
than 4,500 terminals deployed worldwide with news crews, first responders,
industrial sites, and military units. Our CCT antennas include multiple
configurations and designs for optimal flexibility to minimize your investment,
reduce training requirements and expand your communications capabilities.
Interchangeable modules allow you to customize for mission, portability,
speed and budget.

Quick Deploy Terminals
CommuniCase Technology CCT 90/120/200
The DataPath line of CCT terminals is designed to be rugged, easy to
transport, and quickly deployable. Using automatic satellite acquisition
with a motorized antenna, you can go from in the case to connected within
minutes.

Vehicle Mounted Terminals
Drive Away DA120
The DA120 is a rugged, lightweight, fully enclosed, vehicle- mounted system
that deploys quickly, so you can transmit your voice, data or video on air in no
time. With the same modular architecture as the CCT family of terminals,
this quick-connect system can operate on X- and Ku-and Ka-band satellites.
Permanent or temporary installation on vehicle with no
modification
Fully automatic point-and-shoot antenna control
High transmission data rate – up to 20 Mbps
Antenna-only option supports integration with any Ku-band
high powered amplifier (HPA)

Slide-in modem cassette for ease use
No tools required
Compliant to military standards (MIL-STD-810F)
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Man-Packable
.9m antenna

Portable Suitcase
1.2m antenna

Drive-Away Terminal
1.2m antenna

Fly-Away
2m antenna
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Custom Systems
DataPath has partnered with the government, broadcast, and industrial
clients to provide custom tailored mission-critical satellite communications systems for over 20 years. All of our earth terminals are continually
enhanced over the years with lessons learned from the front lines.
DataPath’s family of custom satellite communications systems are
designed for sustained and reliable operation and superior performance –
anytime, anywhere.

STT – Satellite Terminal Trailers
DataPath’s STT, trailer-based earth terminals can be towed
anywhere with a Humvee, or lifted by helicopter. Tested in challenging
conditions and demanding operations throughout the world, these
portable terminals are rugged and powerful and allow you to set up a
satellite hub for your network, just about anywhere.
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STT

DKET

Portable Earth Station
2.49m antenna

Deployable Earth Station
4.8m or 6.3m antenna

DKET – Deployable Kit Earth Terminals
DataPath’s DKET tri-band network-hub delivers the operational
flexibility, capacity, connectivity and control required to support
demanding missions in remote locations. DataPath has been building
DKETs for over a decade in support of military operations with over
100 systems installed in Europe and the Middle East.

MKET – Mobile Kit Earth Terminals
The DataPath MKET enables robust mobile command center communications in the field in just minutes. Based on the dependable DKET
technology, this truck mounted self-contained earth terminal, is
designed to deliver secure, reliable communications anywhere the
mission demands.

MKET
Mobile Earth Station
6.3m antenna
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MAXVIEW® Network Monitor and Control Software

Cyber Security Solutions

DataPath’s MaxView provides a single, integrated interface to manage every
device, element, and service application within your network across all
locations. Advanced functionality combined with industry leading monitoring
and control capabilities allow you to centralize control of your network,
improve efficiency, decrease downtime and reduce excess resources.

NOT ALL NETWORK SECURITY IS CREATED EQUAL: TRUST IN CYBER
SECURITY TAILORED FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS.

MaxView is a proven network monitor and control software solution, installed
and supported on thousands of systems in 40 countries on all seven continents.

Advanced Capabilities:
Manage virtually any type of device on your network
Immediately detect and isolate service failures
Automate outage recovery
Provision circuits or services
Produce automatically scheduled and ad hoc analytic reports
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Ensuring the safety and productivity of your remote operations means
protecting your communications network from the ever-increasing threat of
a cyber attack.
With over 25 years of field proven experience developing satellite networks
for high-security environments, you can depend on DataPath for a
customized network security solution that ensures both mission success
and peace-of-mind.

Services Include:
Network Certification & Accreditation
Global 24/7 Incident Response
Managed Security Services
Vulnerability Assessment
Security Plan Implementation
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NOC (Network Operations Center)
Based in our Duluth, GA office, DataPath offers a secure Network Operations
Center (NOC) that provides customized solutions for a range of military and
commercial customers around the globe 24/7/365.

Solutions Engineered Exclusively for
Mission Performance
Aerospace

Services include:

Keep your mission in the air
with a network securely on
the ground

Network monitor & control
Real-time trouble shooting and remote support
Asset management and tracking and IT support
Outside plant, inside plant and help desk staffing
Depot replacement services for end-to-end supply chain

Broadcast
Stay connected wherever the
story takes you

Government

Global Field Installation & Maintenance
DataPath’s Field Service Engineers (FSEs) support a wide variety of systems,
such as satellite, wireless and terrestrial networks, as well as hybrid
networks. Our experienced field personnel are currently supporting satellite
operations at more than 60 sites around the world. Wherever customers
need to install, operate and maintain critical communications networks, our
field support experts make it happen.

Services include:
Field Integration, Installation, Relocation and Upgrades
Daily Operations and Maintenance
24/7 On-Call Service Support and incident response
Logistics Engineering
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Highly specialized services
and equipment engineered to
the unique requirements of
government missions

Infrastructure
Ensure real-time connectivity
from exploration to
construction to ongoing
production and distribution
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